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Photo API at a glance

Boost your listings with photos that
drive conversion.
Showcasing properties with the right photos can grab
the attention of potential bookers and improve
property performance. The Photo API is the perfect
tool to do just that. You can use it to:
●
●
●

Upload and modify multiple photos per property
Reorder photos in the listing’s galleries at property and
room level
Tag photos to improve the Property Page Score

Key features

1.
Upload and modify
multiple photos per
property

2.
Reorder photos in the
listing’s galleries at
property and room level

3.
Tag photos for clearer
guest expectations

The Photo API provides property
managers with a quick and
efﬁcient way to manage their
photos across platforms. They
can upload and synchronise
these at property and room
level, straight from your system.

Each property has one
property-level gallery and one or
more room-level gallery.
Uploaded photos automatically
appear in the property gallery
on Booking.com, but it’s
possible to add them to multiple
galleries – or to remove them
altogether.

The Photo API now supports all
photo tags available in the
extranet. This means your
properties can accurately tag
their photos and improve guest
expectations from the moment
they see a listing.

Your properties can also change
the order photos appear in the
galleries, as well as choose
which one is used to promote a
property when travellers search
on our platform.

Full functionality overview

Functionalities available on
property level:

Functionalities available on
property and room level:

1

Upload one or more photos

1

Add/remove photos to listing gallery

2

Retrieve upload status

2

Retrieve list of photos in listing gallery

3

Retrieve photo metadata

3

Reorder photos in listing gallery

4

5

6

7

Remove photos
Photo tags
Set main photo in listing gallery

360° photos

Photo API in the Partner Programme

Earn points in the
Partner Programme
in four steps

1

2

3

4

Implementation

Coverage

Success Rate

Total available
Monthly reward

30 points

1 point for 1%
2 points for 5%
3 points for 10%

> 97% earns 1 point
4 points

Beneﬁts for you
●

Full control over property content
Adding and removing individual elements
means less chance content will be lost

●

Become a more attractive platform
Extensive and accurate photo
management will make your system more
appealing to new properties

●

Improved technology
Entirely written in JSON. This lightweight
data-interchange format makes
implementation easier

Beneﬁts for your properties
●

More bookings
Easy bulk photo upload lets properties
reach a 100% Property Page Score
faster, which can increase bookings by
up to 18%

●

Control over photos
Properties can choose how their photos
appear on Booking.com

●

Ease of use
They can add, delete and change
photos quickly and reliably

What if I’m already using the
photo functionality in the
Content API?
In order to make sure we can offer the best photo
management solution to our Connectivity partners,
we are continuously assessing where our product
development teams can make the biggest possible
impact.
This is why we made the decision to deprecate the
photos overlay feature in the Content API. The sunset
period will last until the 15th of September 2021,
after which you’ll no longer have access to this
feature.
We strongly encourage you to consider migrating to
the Photo API to avoid issues in the future.

Getting started
1.

2.
3.

Understand the API: read through
our documentation and check the
endpoints you’ll need to develop.
Test the integration with a test
property.
Share your feedback about the
integration:
○ Log into the Partner Portal
○ In the top menu, click ‘?’
○ Select ‘Give Feedback’

Thank you

